Recent insights into the causes of chronic leg ulceration in venous diseases and implications on other types of chronic wounds.
Venous ulceration represents the most prevalent form of difficult-to-heal wounds and these problematic wounds require a significant amount of healthcare resources for their treatment. In order to develop effective treatment regimens a clearer understanding of the underlying pathological processes that lead to skin breakdown is required. However, to date, most of these studies have tended to focus on describing the pathology of already-established ulcers. By bringing together relevant aspects of diverse disciplines such as inflammation, cardiovascular, and connective tissue biology, we aim to provide an insight into how circulatory abnormalities that are caused by the underlying disease etiology can induce local tissue inflammation resulting in tissue breakdown. Initially this results in internal tissue damage but if the underlying disease is not treated, the internal tissue damage can worsen and lead to open ulceration. This article discusses the cause-and-effect relationships between chronic venous insufficiency and venous ulceration, focusing particularly on the biological processes that lead from the underlying disease condition to overt ulceration. Available evidence also suggests that formation of pressure, diabetic foot and arterial ulcers, and ulcers as results of blood disorders, is also likely to share some of the same biological processes as venous ulcers.